EXPLORER 4-DOOR 2017 4DR AWD POLICE
3.7L V6 TIVCT ENGINE
6-SPEED AUTO TRANSMISSION

Exterior
BLACK EBONY

Interior
CHARCOAL BLACK INTERIOR CLOTH BUCKETS VINYL REAR SEATS

XTERIOR
245/55R18 A/S POLICE TIRES
18" H.D.STEEL WHEELS
18" WHEEL HUB CAP
FULL SIZE 18" SPARE W/TPMS
DUAL POWER MIRRORS
INTEGRATED SPOTTER MIRRORS
HALOGEN HEADLAMPS
PRIVACY GLASS 2ND/3RD ROW
DUAL EXHAUST SYSTEM
GRILLE - BLACK
KEY LOCKS (DR/PASS/LFTGT)
EASY FUEL CAPLESS FILLER

INTERIOR
BLACK VINYL FLOOR
PWR DR SEAT/6-WAY/M LUMBAR
MANUAL PASS SEAT - 2-WAY
CLOTH BUCKET FRONT SEATS
60/40 SPLIT VINYL REAR TILT STEERING WHL/ CRUISE & AUDIO CONTROLS
1-TOUCH DOWN DRIVER WINDOW
A/C W/MANUAL CLIMATE CONTROL, SINGLE ZONE
CERTIFIED SPEEDOMETER
ENGINE HOUR / IDLE METER
CONSOLE MOUNTING PLATE
UNIVERSAL TOP TRAY
RED / WHITE DOME LAMP

STANDARD STATE BID PRICE
Included on this Vehicle
EQUIPMENT GROUP 500A

Optional Equipment
2017 MODEL YEAR
BLACK EBONY
CHARCOAL CLT FRT/VINYL RR
3.7L V6 TIVCT ENGINE
6-SPEED AUTO TRANSMISSION
FRONT LICENSE PLATE BRACKET
DR/LK HANDLES INOP
KEYED ALIKE 1284X

SPOT LIGHT
POWER HEATED MIRRORS
POLICE HEADLIGHT PREP
POWER WINDOW DISABLE

YOUR PRICE IS $26,933.00

INJECTOINAL
4 WHEEL DRIVE SYSTEM
COLUMN MOUNTED SHIFTER
HEAVY DUTY 78-AMP BATTERY
20 AMP ALTERNATOR
POLICE BRAKES: 4 WHL DISC / ABS & TRACTION CONTROL
HEAVY DUTY SUSPENSION
POWER STEERING W/EPS
ENGINE OIL COOLER
TRANSMISSION OIL COOLER
POWER LOCKS AND WINDOWS
AM/FM SINGLE CD/MP3, 6SPKR
ADJUST PEDALS, NON MEMORY
BATTERY SAVER FEATURE
POWERPOINTER (2)

SAFETY/SECURITY
75 MPH REAR-CRASH TESTED
ADVANCETRAC WITH RSC
AIRBAGS - FRONT AND SIDE
AIRBAGS - SAFETY CANOPY
PERSONAL SAFETY SYSTEM
SOS POST CRASH ALERT SYS
TIRE PRESSURE MONITOR SYS
WARRANTY
3YR/36K MILE WARRANTY
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